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Nature Foundation SA – SA's largest non-government conservation land owner

Introducing Hugo Hopton as Nature Foundation SA's new CEO
Nature Foundation SA Council and staff were delighted last month to announce the appointment of Hugo Hopton as its new CEO.
Hugo has an impressive background ideally suited to the role of leading our organisation and managing our work in all its complexity
into an exciting future. Hugo is featured on page 2 in our SEB Committee member profile.

SEB iodiversity offsets in action
Funding research into the threatened
thick-billed grasswren

Marina and Amy conducted bird surveys across 100+ plots across
Witchelina and a large area west of Lake Torrens and took blood
samples from 164 individuals across two populations. Habitat
features such as predation pressure, chenopod vegetation cover and
insect abundance were related to the presence/absence of TBGWs at
sites with low and high historical grazing pressure. TBGWs were
more likely to be absent from sites that had experienced heavy
grazing.
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Marina and her partner have recently become rotational
managers at Witchelina. "We could not resist stopping at a few
grasswren territories along the road. I was happy to see that the first
grasswren we ever caught at Witchelina in 2012 was still alive and is
now a male of at least 5 years old and together with a female and
three other birds, including a juvenile of a few weeks old, which had a
yellow gape. The grasswrens are breeding!"
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pcoming event

Lachlan said, "I have been aware of Nature Foundation's work for several years now, in
particular their role in working with resource sector companies to deliver environmental
offsets. I have seen the increasing use of environmental offsets, not always with success.
Offset proposals only deliver real environmental benefits if they are strategic, based on
priority conservation needs, have a clear set of objectives, and provide for ongoing sciencebased management. NFSA's SEB program ticks all these boxes and is an excellent example
of the innovative role not-for-profit organisations can play in conservation.
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Hiltaba Nature Reserve is located approximately 700 km northwest of Adelaide on the Eyre Peninsula. The 780 sq km reserve has
very high biodiversity, protecting nine species of national conservation
significance and 40 species of state conservation significance. Go to
our website for further information and to download a registration
form at www.naturefoundation.org.au/events-volunteering/events
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Throughout his career Hugo has worked with communities
and industries in land conservation, primary production, native
vegetation management and water management. He has strong
relationships with government departments within South
Australia and the Commonwealth, and with local government
and the NGO sector. Hugo says he is thrilled to be joining NFSA,
"I am very much looking forward to helping the Foundation and
its significant member and volunteer base build on its most
impressive achievements to date."

For further information or to discuss your SEB needs, please contact Caroline
Nefiodovas, Nature Foundation SA's SEB Business Development Manager
caroline.nefiodovas@nfsa.org.au or phone 8340 2880

The Nature Foundation SEB Program is supported by

Arrium Mining, Beach Energy Limited, ElectraNet Pty Ltd, Epic Energy South Australia Pty Ltd,
Heathgate Resources Pty Ltd, KJM Contractors, Santos Limited, SEAGas Pty Ltd,
Senex Energy Limited and WPG Resources
Nature Foundation SA is a Service Industry Member of the
SA Chamber of Mines and Energy (SACOME)
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